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We propose a possibility to improve the current precision measurements on compact binaries.
When the orbital axis is almost perpendicular to our line of sight, a pulsar behind its companion
can form two strong-lensing images. These images cannot be resolved, but we can use multi-
wavelength interferometry to accurately determine the passage through superior conjunction. This
method does not depend strongly on the stability of the pulse profile, and applies equally well to
both slow and fast pulsars. We discuss the possible improvement this can bring to the bound on
stochastic gravitational wave background and to determine black hole spin. We also discuss the
possibility of discovering a suitable binary system by the Square Kilometer Array that our method
can apply to.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
High precision timing of compact binaries has been one
of the best tools to study general relativity. The post-
Keplerian orbital changes provided excellent confirma-
tion of gravitational wave emission [1–3]. More recently,
it was pointed out that the same data can be used to
bound the stochastic gravitational wave background at
an orbital frequency ∼ 10−4Hz, and such bound can be
lowered to the interesting range if the timing precision
can be improved by a few orders of magnitude [4].
Current techniques to achieve high timing precision
rely on a stable millisecond pulsar in the binary system.
After establishing an average pulse profile, one can look
for Doppler shifts due to the orbital motion. Mapping
out such periodic behavior of the pulse arrival times can
identify the occurrence of a particular orbital phase, for
example the periastron passage. For the Hulse-Taylor
system, PSR B1913+16, the current technique of mil-
lisecond pulsar timing can reach an orbital phase resolu-
tion (δTperiastron/Porbit) ∼ 10−6.
In this paper, we will explore an alternative method
that may provide a better precision. Our method also re-
quires a pulsar, but unlike traditional timing techniques,
it does not depend directly on the stability nor the short
period of the pulses. For us, a pulsar serves as a good
source of radial waves, f ∼ GHz, λ ∼ 10−1m. We ex-
ploit such a short wavelength in an interferometer setup,
in which the two paths of light interfering with each other
come from a strong lensing effect [5]. After decompos-
ing the signal into multiple frequency channels, we get a
2-dimensional interference pattern [6] on which the pas-
sage through superior conjunction (when the pulsar is
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right behind its companion) is a special line. Recognizing
such line is quite robust against the fluctuations of single
pulse behavior such as microstructures [7, 8] or jitters [9].
Given a solar mass binary with a period of a few hours,
the Einstein radius Rlens is about 10
6m. Observing such
interference pattern then provides a native resolution of
the orbital phase that is about (λ/Rlens) ∼ 10−7, which
might be further improved by a thorough signal-to-noise
analysis.
The lensing effect requires the binary to have a small
inclination. Along our line of sight, the pulsar needs to go
behind its companion within the Einstein radius. Note
that the radius of a white dwarf is about 107m > Rlens,
so it blocks the strong lensing signals. The pulsar’s com-
panion has to be a neutron star or a black hole. There
is one known example, the double pulsars PSR J0737-
3039A/B, that seems to have a small enough inclination.
Unfortunately, the magnetospheres of these two pulsars
are rather large, ∼ 107m > Rlens, so the observation is
about eclipsing instead of strong-lensing [10, 11]. There is
not yet a clear theoretical reason why the magnetosphere
has to be this large, so in the near future we might hope
to discover pulsar-neutron star binaries, or simply pulsar-
black hole binaries that meet our requirements [12].
Before such a binary is found, our method is futuris-
tic. The exact precision depends on the signal-to-noise
analysis which cannot be predicted beforehand. In this
paper, we will first go over the basic idea of this strong-
lensing-interferometer. We then calculate the projected
precision and discuss some practical issues to show that
a pulsar binary can indeed reach it. Finally, we discuss
the improvement this might bring to the upper-bound
of stochastic gravitational wave provided by the binary-
resonance detector [4], and the possibility to determine
the spin of the companion neutron star or black hole.
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2FIG. 1: The binary orbit in the rest frame of the lens and
viewed from a small inclination angle. When the source goes
behind the lens and enters the Einstein radius (the dotted
circle), we can see both a far image (blue) and a close image
(red).
II. BASIC IDEA
Consider a binary system with a circular orbit of radius
Rorbit. On the plane perpendicular to the line of sight,
we can parametrize the projected orbit as
Dproj = Rorbit
√
sin2 φorbit + cos2 φorbit sin
2 θtilt . (1)
In this toy model, the binary includes a point source of
EM wave, and its partner is purely a gravitational lens.
φorbit is the orbital phase and we will focus on the time
during which it is small, which is define to be the time
when the signal source is near the superior conjunction
(the farthest point behind the lens). θtilt is the tilt of the
orbit, and we will also focus on the cases of a small tilt
such that the orbital axis is almost perpendicular to the
line of sight.
In this case, it is possible to have a strong lensing effect
near the superior conjunction. We will use the unit that
G = 1, so the mass of the lens equals to its Schwarzschild
radius. A far-away observer can define the Einstein ra-
dius as
Rlens =
√
MRorbit . (2)
When Dproj . Rlens, there will be two strongly lensed
images with magnifications [5, 13]
µ± =
u2 + 2
2u
√
u2 + 4
± 1
2
, (3)
where u = (Dproj/Rlens). This can only happen when
θtilt . (Rorbit/Rlens). The orbit and the lensing images
can be visualized in Fig.(1).
In practice, the binary is so far away and these two
images cannot be resolved. What we really observe is an
overall magnification1
µtotal = µ+ + µ− =
u2 + 2
u
√
u2 + 4
. (4)
1 This diverges at u = 0 when the source is right behind the lens,
because that produces a full Einstein ring instead of two images.
This will only happen for θtilt extremely close to zero and we
will not address such a rare situation.
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FIG. 2: The amplitude profile as a function of orbital phase
φorbit. The orbital parameters are Rorb = 10
9m, Rlens =
106m, and θtilt = 0.5(Rlens/Rorb). We chose λ = 50m, which
is about f = 6MHz, such that both the magnification enve-
lope and the interference pattern are visible. The GHz ob-
servation will have a denser interference pattern (by a factor
of hundreds).
This leads to a feature on the signal amplitude within a
range of orbital phases:
|φorbit| . ∆φamp = Rlens
Rorbit
. (5)
Thus, observing this feature already implies a native res-
olution up to ∆φamp, but that is not the main effect we
would like to use here.
When the EM wave is monochromatic, these two im-
ages will interfere with each other. The length difference
between their paths is given by [5, 13]
∆l = M
(
u
√
u2 + 4
2
+ ln
√
u2 + 4 + u√
u2 + 4− u
)
. (6)
The intensity as a function φorbit should really be an
interference pattern.
I(φorbit) = µ+ + µ− + 2
√
µ+µ− cos 2pi
∆l
λ
. (7)
We plot this pattern in Fig.(2). Qualitatively, this is
a double-slit with a separation ∼ Rlens. Therefore, the
interference pattern provides a native resolution up to
∆φint ∼ λ
Rlens
. (8)
III. APPLICATION
Let us put in some real numbers to estimate the ex-
pected precision of our method. For convenience, we
use orbital parameters comparable to that of the Hulse-
Taylor binary [1].
M = 103m , Rorbit = 10
9m , Rlens = 10
6m . (9)
3This leads to an orbital period of a few hours, and we
will use Porbit = 10
4s for simplicity. The lensing magni-
fication profile leads to a resolution ∆φamp ∼ 10−3. In
other words, in every orbital period the signal will be
magnified for
∆Tamp = Porbit
∆φamp
2pi
∼ a few seconds . (10)
The interference pattern for a radio wave f = 1GHz
leads to ∆φint = 3× 10−7. Near the center, the duration
of each interference peak is about
Tint = Porbit
∆φint
2pi
≈ 5× 10−4s . (11)
Recognizing these peaks in the data leads to the desired
improvement of timing precision. The mass is a little bit
of an underestimation for black holes, so the real situa-
tion might be slightly better.
Up to this point, we have pretended that the radio
wave comes from a continuous, isotropic and monochro-
matic point source. A real pulsar is significantly different
from this idealization. We will proceed to address these
differences and show that our method is applicable.
A. Multiple channels
A real pulsar emission is broad-band, and different
wavelengths lead to different interference patterns. The
typical phase difference between two light paths during
the strong lensing effect is〈
∆l
λ
〉
=
∆φamp
∆φint
=
M
λ
≈ 3× 103 . (12)
This means that a narrow-band filter with ∆f ∼ 10−4f =
105Hz is required to get a clear pattern.
The typical observation at GHz is broad-hand, ∆f ∼
GHz. We can decompose it into ∼ 104 narrow-band
channels, and their interference patterns will be corre-
lated. This technique is similar to the secondary spec-
trum of timing data that reconstructs multi-path scatter-
ing events [6, 14]. As shown in Fig.(3), the interference
peaks form a family of parabolas on a time-wavelength
dynamic spectrum, and their common center corresponds
to the superior conjunction.
Note that the narrow-band observation is essentially
the original broad-band observation with a longer Fourier
integration time. The ∆f ∼ GHz observation can have
a time-resolution up to nanoseconds, but every narrow-
band channel requires a Fourier integral over ∼ 10µs.
Fortunately, this time-resolution is enough to see the
interference pattern which is about a millisecond wide.
Since information is conserved, the loss of time-resolution
is the only consequence of decomposing into narrow-band
channels, and we do not otherwise lose S/N . If individual
pulses have enough S/N to be seen at the original broad-
band observation, we will have enough narrow-band S/N
in multiple channels. We are simply rearranging the same
information in the conjugate Fourier domain where they
are more localized.
B. Finite pulse duration
Typically, the pulse duration is about (1/10) ∼ (1/100)
of the pulse period. Since that comes from the neutron
star’s spinning motion, it implies that the emission has
an opening angle of a few degrees [15]. In order to have
two lensing images, the emission needs to cover the en-
tire gravitational lens at the same time. That means
(Rlens/Rorbit) has to be less than a few degrees, which
is satisfied (within a factor of 10) by Hulse-Taylor-like
orbits.
Although the emission is wide enough to cover the en-
tire lens, they do not last long enough to illuminate the
entire interference pattern. To see this effect we should
first qualitatively put the pulsars into two categories:
slow pulsars with Ppulse ∼ seconds and pulse duration
10−1 ∼ 10−2s ; fast pulsars with Ppulse ∼ milliseconds
and pulse duration 10−1 ∼ 10−2ms.
In the first case, we are looking for pulses which hap-
pens to be emitted when the pulsar is near the superior
conjunction. Such a pulse will illuminate a large segment
of the interference pattern. As shown in Fig.(3), if such
segment includes the center or is sufficiently close to the
center, we can locate the center up to the projected pre-
cision ∆φint ∼ 10−7. Although slow pulsars are know
to have microstructures [7, 8], those have no reason to
behave in a similarly coherent way across multiple chan-
nels. Thus it should not be difficult to tell them apart
using multi-channel techniques [6, 16]. It is typical for
slow pulsars to have a single-pulse S/N & 1, so they are
ideal for our purpose.
For fast pulsars, a pulse duration is comparable (or
shorter) than the interference peak, but we will get many
pulses. This means that the full pattern is illuminated
in several places but for shorter durations. As shown
in Fig.(3), every single pulse illuminates a vertical line,
along which we have a secondary interference pattern
in the Fourier space—as we scan through different fre-
quency channels. The separation of the peaks in this
secondary pattern is largest for pulses near the superior
conjunction, and it decreases as we move away. A simple
interpolation can locate the maximum with a native pre-
cision similar to ∆φint. Pulsar jitters [9] might affect the
brightness and S/N for individual pulses, but the struc-
ture of the secondary interference pattern is immune to
such noise. Although single-pulse S/N is typically small
for fast pulsars, we are using many of them together to
determine one superior conjuction. Thus it is still possi-
ble to get a precise measurement.
4FIG. 3: The top panel is the standard 2-dimensional interference pattern. White regions are peaks. The vertical axis is
wavelength in the unit of meter, which scans over frequency channels (1± 10−3)GHz. The horizontal axis is the orbital phase
φorb, and the range is 10% of the full magnification envelope ∆φamp. The middle panel shows how a long pulse illuminates a
segment near the center. The bottom panel shows how multiple short pulses illuminate different vertical lines, along which we
will get several 1-dimensional interference patterns. We assume a uniform intensity across channels.
C. Emission region
If the radiation comes from a region of finite size, then
the interferometer cannot determine the source position
better than its size. That is because the interference
pattern coming from two different points of the source
will be shifted by an amount comparable to the peak
separation, thus destroying the overall pattern. In our
case, the length dimension of the emission region cannot
be larger than (Rorbit∆φint) ∼ 102m. Currently, there
are upper-bounds of a few kilometers [17, 18]2, but there
are no lower-bounds. Thus one can still hope that this
condition will be satisfied. Actually, if we see a lensing
magnification without the interference pattern, it might
set a lower-bound on the size of the emission region.
D. Interstellar Scintillation
In addition to multi-path propagation due to gravita-
tional lensing, pulsars are known to undergo multi-path
scattering due to structures in the interstellar medium.
The latter leads to prominent scintellation, which can
be undone using interstellar holography [20, 21]. It is
unlikely to lead to confusion with gravitational lensing
2 For special substructure within giant pulses, the upper bound is
a few meters[19].
which has the orbital periodicity and a very specific pat-
tern as we demonstrated.
IV. DISCUSSION
The binary-resonance effect can provide an upper-
bound on the stochastic gravitational wave background
at the orbital frequency of a binary [4]. Such upper-
bound is roughly given by
hc ∼ 5
(
δT
Porbit
)
n
1/2
data
(
Ttot
Porbit
)−2
. (13)
The first factor is the orbital phase precision that our
method can improve to ∆φint . 10−7. To be more thor-
ough, we should also consider whether our method affects
the other two factors. In the last factor, Ttot is the time
difference between the first and the last data points, and
it is parallel to our improvement here. The middle factor
ndata is the inverse data density, namely how many or-
bital periods can one produce a precise measurement of
the orbital phase. Our method may limit how small this
number can be.
As described earlier, for slow pulsars our method re-
quires extrapolating to the center of the interference pat-
tern while only seeing a segment of it. When such seg-
ment is further away, a larger error is involved in this
extrapolation. Let us be very conservative and demand
to use only those pulses which cover the superior conjunc-
tion passage. Since the pulse duration is roughly (1/100)
5of the pulse period, this only happens once every 100 pe-
riods. Thus our method requires ndata > 100. For an
8-hour orbit, this means around 10 data points per year.
The upper-bound derived from the Hulse-Taylor binary
has 1 data point per year, and can only be improved up
to 26 since each data point requires two weeks of ob-
servations [4]. This is the only possible side-effect our
method may have, and it does not make a big difference.
Therefore, it is fair to just compare the orbital phase
precisions. Our projected native precision is already 1
order of magnitude better than the actual precision from
the Hulse-Taylor data after signal-to-noise analysis. It is
likely that the upper-bound on hc can be pushed down
by a few orders of magnitude.
In addition to this improvement, an interferometer is
a generally powerful tool to probe the geometry of space-
time. For example, if the companion has a large spin,
there will be frame dragging effect. Without interference,
this has been considered unmeasurable from timing in-
formation alone [22]. We can estimate the sensitivity of
our interferometer for frame dragging by considering a
black hole with spin a where |a| = 1 means extremal.
When the source is within the Einstein radius, its frame
dragging effect can lead to an additional length difference
between two strongly-lensed paths [22],
∆lFD ∼ aM
2
Rlens
. (14)
For an order one value of a and the particular parameters
we used in this paper, this is slightly less than one meter.
In other words, it is about one wavelength at GHz. Al-
though it is less than one part of a thousand of the total
length difference in Eq. (6), it leads to an asymmetry of
the interference pattern in terms of time reflection about
the superior conjunction. Since ∆φamp/∆φint & 1000,
the observable interference pattern is about thousands of
peaks wide. Thus this effect is potentially observable.
Finally, let us comment on the possibility to find a suit-
able binary for our method. The Square Kilometer Array
projected the discovery of hundreds of compact pulsar bi-
naries [12]. Population synthesis suggests that in about
(1/5) of those, the companion shall be a black hole [23].
If we are optimistic and say that an order one fraction of
neutron stars have magnetospheres smaller than 106m,
then there will be hundreds of likely candidates. The
most limiting requirement seems to be the inclination
angle. We require the binary rotation axis to be almost
orthogonal to the line of sight. For a Hulse-Taylor like
orbit, such probability for that is roughly
P
(
|θtilt| < Rlens
Rorbit
)
∼ 2pi × (2Rlens/Rorbit)
4pi
= 10−3 .
(15)
One might want to scan through different orbital sizes.
For example, at Rorbit = 10
7m, the above probability
improves to 10−2. However, at this distance or smaller,
the pulse may not have a wide enough opening angle to
cover the entire lens. Also, the remaining inspiral will
not last longer than the pulsar lifetime, so we cannot
expect to find any pulsar binary with a smaller orbit.
Thus scanning over orbital sizes still gives about 10−3
probability in finding a suitable pulsar binary.
Given hundreds of binaries, a 10−3 chance cannot
guarantee that we will find one, but we can still keep
our hope high. On top of improving the bound on
stochastic GW background, such a high precision
measurement can also improve our knowledge about
the pulsar and its companion in various ways [13, 17, 18].
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